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SECTION

I

INTRODUCTION

The California prison population is growing at an
alarming rate.

Over the last four years, admissions

to prison of male felons, are up by 75 percent and
population in prison is up by 23 percent.

This trend

toward more prison use, coupled with declining non-prison
correctional resources, foreshadows an emerging crisis
of corrections in California.
• The situation in the prisons, by all
accounts, is explosive.

Overcrowding

is becoming severe in several institutions,
aggravating the many tensions already
existing in California's prisons.
California is creating the possibility for
its own version of the New Mexico tragedy.
As the situation continues to deteriorate,
California finds itself with less and less flexibility
to handle a crisis.
• Non-prison alternatives, especially alternatives to
correctional and social service resources, are
disappearing.

-1-

• Prison terms are increasingly mandated by rigid
legislative controls.
• Criminal justice officials, because of external
pressure and their own timidity, are
increasin21Y waEY of the use of alternatives.
Prisons are measures of last resort.

With the

exception of the death penalty, they represent society's
most drastic means of punishment.

Prisons do punish.

They have also been asked to achieve other goals, such
as to deter crime, rehabilitate committed offenders, or
incapacitate convicted criminals until they can be
safely returned to society.

Prisons typically fail in

these pursuits because they are the wrong tool for the
job.

Furthermore, they are expensive.

Howard Way,.

Director of the Youth and Adult Correctional Agency,
stated the situation this way:
Members of the public need to realize that
the prison system, as we know it, speaking
nationwide, is a proven failure -- and I
have to tell them as a fiscal conservative
that we have to stop funding our failures.
(San Francisco Examiner, May 4, 1980)
California has two choices in coping·with the increasing
number of persons being
criminal justice system.

channele~

into prison by its

It can agree to Governor

Brown's request for funds to construct ten new prisons
(approximately 4,400 new beds) at a price in the
-2-

range of $1 billion over the next ten years; or the
state can make a much less expensive investment in an
array of far more effective sanctions that constitute
alternatives to prison use.

The purpose of this

report is to outline a plan for a new corrections in

•

California including a range of non-prison alternatives .
This plan includes both short-range measure to deal
with the emergency situation currently developing in
California prisons, and long-term measures to
systematically confront the problems of effective
sanctions in the future.

It deals directly with

techniques for putting a cap on the soaring prison
population, and would use longer term measures to
turn around the criminal justice system's increasing

•

reliance on prison as the sole sanction for criminal
behavior.

The Nature of the Study
This report is the outcome of a 110-day study
by the National Council on Crime and Deli-nquency (NCCD)
for the California Legislature.

The objectives of this

study were to:
eReview existing programs which serve as
alternatives to incarceration in this and
other jurisdictions including, but not
limited to, victim restitution and community
-3-

service
• Assess
of these
of
• Identify
by these

suitability
in light.
custody
safety.
served

ty
o Identify
and the
In order to
carried out.

, NCCD

and

analysis

convicted

• Survey of attitudes towards alternatives by
local and state level officials.
Pursuant to these research tasks, NCCD surveyed
105 criminal justice practitioners, public officials,

•

and program staff.

We contacted 158 programs involved

with alternatives to prison, and performed site visits
to 14 highly regarded programs in California.
The key step was synthesizing the findings of
each of these five tasks into a realistic set of
recommendations.

Here the fourth task, consisting of

extensive open-ended discussions, was crucial.

The

recommendations, summarized in the following section,
respond to the problems NCCD has identified.

If

implemented over the next five years, these
recommendations only alleviate the immediate problem
of prison overcrowding;

they will also represent a

major step towards the creation of a new corrections
in California.

Most important, these recommendations

chart a policy direction which can generate support
among public officials and the California citizens
that they serve.

Organization of the Report
This volume includes the Executive Summary (which

-s-

is also published

major sections.

The first, this introduction,
and the study
are

the problem

lf.

recommendations

Section II.

II includes a more

detailed discussion of

facing

in this area and the options

NCCD's

proposed recommendations

, including both

the principal
strategies, are

section.

Section V

the future for

contains NCCO's conclusions
alternatives in California.
The f

from

are most directly

throughout

,

presented in
volume of

study report,

companion

Sourcebook on
California, consists

Alternatives to
of detailed

appear

or

on

SECTION II
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

To confront the immediate problem of a sharply
increasing prison population, NCCD proposes three

•

recommendations; these initial steps could be taken
immediately.

If implemented, they could have a

significant effect on the use of prison within 12
months.

At the same time, they avoid the sort of

precipitous action that has characterized the
development of state correctional policy in the last
few years.
More long term changes are also needed, however;
these are discussed in the four longer term recommendations.
It is precisely to avoid repeating our history of
chaotic reform that the long-term recommendations call
for both a special commission on alterna.ti ves to

•

prison and a new joint legislative committee on
corrections.

Unless such mechanisms for long-range

overview of the corrections situation are created, any
set of one-time reforms may only lead to newer and
even less tractable problems in.the coming years.
The recommendations are summarized below and
discussed in detail in Section IV.

-7-

SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

• GREATLY EXPAND THE USE OF COMMUNITY-BASED PLACEMENTS
FOR PRISONERS NEARING THEIR RELEASE DATES
BEYOND GOALS PRESENTLY SET BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTIONS.
•

IMMEDIATELY DEVELOP COMMUNITY-BASED RESTITUTION AND
COMMUNITY WORK PROGRAMS FOR SELECTED NON-ASSAULTIVE,
LOW RISK PRISONERS CONVICTED OF NON-ASSAULTIVE
OFFENSES, WHO ARE IN THE EARLY STAGE·OF SHORT
SENTENCES.

8

CREATE A DEPARTMENT OF CLASSIFICATIONS AND COMMUNITY
CORRECTIONS WITHIN THE YOUTH AND ADULT CORRECTIONAL
AGENCY TO PLAN, IMPLEMENT AND MONITOR THE EXPANDING ·
RANGE OF NON-PRISON PENAL SANCTIONS.

LONG-TERM., STRUCTURAL RECOMMENDATIONS

' ESTABLISH

A STATUTORY CEILING ON

~HE

.

NUMBER OF

AVAILABLE MEDIUM, CLOSE, AND Z<R.AXIMUM SECURITY BEDS
WITHIN CALIFORNIA'S DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS.
AMEND THE COUNTY CRIMINAL JUSTICE SUBVENTION PROGRAM
(AB 90) , TO FACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT BY COUNTIES
OF NON-PRISON PLACEMENTS FOR CONVICTED ADULT FELONS,

PARTICULARLY OF PROGRAMS INCORPORATING RESTITUTION,

-------

WORK PLACEMENTS AND JOB TRAINING.
e ESTABLISH A SPECIAL COMMISSION ON ALTERNATIVES TO

PRISON TO EXAMINE CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICY
SUCH AS SHORTER SENTENCES FOR MOST
PRESUMPTIVE SENTENCES TO NON-PRISON

OPT~ONS

OFFENS~,

PLACE~NTS,

. iABOLISHING LAWS REQUIRING MANDATORY PRISON TERMS
AND STRENGTHENING SENTENCE RECALL PROCEDURES.
CREATE A JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON CORRECTIONS
TO DEVELOP GREATER LEGISLATIVE EXPERTISE AND
OVERSIGHT CAPABILITIES IN THE CORRECTIONS AREA

-9-

SECTION III

PRISONS IN CALIFORNIA:

A CRISIS IN CORRECTIONS

The California prison population stood at 22,632 on
December 31, 1979, a dramatic increase of 13 percent over
the population four years earlier (20,038 as of 12/31/75}.
While the population has been larger at earlier times in

•

the system's history, both the nature of the populati.on and
the organization of the Department of Corrections facilities
have changed so that this recent surge is particularly hard
to absorb.

This growth has forced the Department of Correc-

tions to resort to a variety of

tech~iques

for managing the

population, including double-celling, which have created the
current emergency situation in the state.
The New Mexico disaster forms a backdrop for correctional policy for the coming decade.

The New Mexico

situation underscores the results that will flow from a
short sighted correctional policy that attempts to respond
simultaneously to pressures for increased use of prison and
reduced expenditures both for prisons and for non-prison
alternative sanctions.
Some would argue that the California situation is already
a disaster.

However, the crisis has not yet resulted in a

large scale prison riot.

The state must take steps to steer

away from any course which appears to lead towa.rd such disaster
while at the same time engaging in a complete rethinking of its

-11-

correctional

j

policies.

The need for

both short term and

term strategies will be echoed

throughout this report.

The more permanent long term

solutions can only be reached if California survives the
near future without the sort of
violence that results

or outbreak of prison
or

and public property destroyed.

s injured and killed

In addition to the needless

loss of life. and ·property, such an outbreak. will rigidify
public and public official
change may be possible.

s so that no significant

The cycle of

son violence and

and repression that could follow is a frightening prospect.
This report outlines recommendations for both long term
and short term approaches to dealing with the current crisis.
This section

to de

the current situation,
to the current situation

the trends that have
s for

and the possibi
A.

THE PRISON POPULATION
We have briefly described the 13 percent increase in

the prison
of 1979.

between the end of 1975 and the end
1975,

The

since 1960,

lowest end of year

th

s a convenient base from which
as well as

to compare changes
other factors

the

However, other

j

system.
are also

interest.

For example, most of the recent growth was reached by

January 30, 1979.

The population reached 23,534, an

increase of 12.5 percent over the 1975 base.

Growth slowed

during the latter half of 1979 and stood at 22,632 at the
end of the year (13 percent over the base in four years) •
The California Department of Corrections projects a renewed
increase during the first half of 1980 and a continuing
increase over the next several years (see Figure 1)
with the population projected as rising to 23,427 by June
30,1980 (17.0 percent over the 1975 base).

Thus the prison

population is projected to increase by more than one-third
in the ten year period from 1975 to 1985.
On the other hand, the five year period preceding the
1975 low point shows no consistent single trend; rather,

is marked by an up and down pattern.

While no judgment con-

cerning the California Department of Corrections projections
can be made based on a single trend line, it is clear that

•

the factors affecting prison population are complex •
California is not alone in the increasing use of
prisons.

•

Between January 1, 1972 and January 1, 1979, the

nation's prison population (not including jails) soared

.

from 174,500 to 303,000, a 73 percent increase.

In terms

of combined state and local confinement, the overall incarceration rate nationally rose·from 151.8 per 100,000
citizens in 1972 to 192.9 per 100,000 in 1978.

Such a rate

contrasts sharply with European nations with whom the United
States often in compared; Great Britain confines 84 persons

-13-
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FIGURE 1

CALIFORNIA PRISON POPULATION, 1970-1985
(in thousands)
Range

Proj

Reported

Thousands

by CDC

27-28
2

7

2

6

2

25

23-24
22-23
2

22

20-21
19-20

18-19

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

per 100,000; France, 66; West Germany, 60; Denmark, 54;
Sweden, 40; and the Netherlands, 22.

·-

California's" Governor Brown is seeking funds to
construct ten new prisons providing approximately 4,400
new beds.

Elsewhere in the nation there is talk of adding

more than 200 new prisons and almost 500 new jails, with

•

a total estimated capacity of 196,000.

But even construc-

tion on such a scale might not provide adequate _space for
the number currently under prison and jail custody, given
an estimated level of crowding of 283,000 prisoners above
rated facility capacities, to say nothing of replacing
inadequate cells or confining still more offenders.
B.

CRIME AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
The growth of the prison population in California was·

the immediate consequence of an even more dramatic increase
in the number of admissions to prison (see Figure 1 and
supportive Table 1) .

Comparing 1979 to 1975 shows total

prison population to be up 13 percent and the male felon
prison population up 27 percent.

The number of male felons

admitted to prison is up 75 percent; admissions for property
crime convictions shows the greatest increase.

For example,

burglary admissions were up 121 percent.
Several theories might be advanced to explain these
phenomena.

For example:

-15-
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FIGURE 1
PRISON POPULATION AND RELATED INDICATORS
(1975 to 1979 except where
PERCENT CHANGE
-50%

-25%

0

25%

50%

75%

PRISONS - Total Population
- Male Felons
Male Felons Admitted
STATE POPULATION - Total
- Age 20-24
CRIME - Index Crimes 75-79
CRIMINAL JUSTICE - Arrests
- Convictions (78)

-7.6%

SENTENCING - #Prison Commitments (78)
- Rate of Prison Use (78)
- Rate of Total
Incarceration Use (75-78)
COUNTY VARIATION FROM
STATE PRISON USE RATE

+81%

LEGISLATION - DSL vs ISL (as of 1/l/79)
Robbery - High

+80%

-Low

Burglary - High
-11%

-Low

PRISON POPULATION (Male Felons)
with Prior Prison Terms
Persons
in
Proportion on Work
PRISON RELEASE - # Paroled
# Male Felons on Parole
Time Served to First Parole

TOTAL. PRISON AND PAROLE

-36%

(M-al<> Felons)

than l%)

TABLE 1
PRISON POPULATION AND RELATED INDICATORS
1975 to 1979 except where indicated
Change
1975

1979

Net

20,000
15,300

22,600
18,800

+2,600
+3,500

+13.0
+22.9

2,700

4,800

+2,100

+77 .8

21,113,000
1,930,000

22,694,000
1,998,000

+1,581,000
+68,000

+7.5
+3.5

1,523,000

1,689,000

+166,000

+10.9

265,800
28,400

256,500
26,200

-9,300
-2,200

-3.5
,...7.7

PRISONS
Total Population
Male Felons
Male Felons Admitted
(1st half year)
STATE POPULATION
Total
Age 20-24
CRIME - Index
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Felony Arrests
Felony Convictions
SENTENCING
# Prison Commitments
(75-78)
·Rate of Prison Use
(75-78)
Rate of Incarceration
Use (75-78)
County Variation

PRISON POPULATION
Proportion Prior
Prison
Proportion - Crimes
Against Persons
Proportion - Property
Crimes
Proportion in Camps
Proportion on Work
Furlough

%

5,200

6,900

+1,700

+32.7

14.6

23.0

. +8.4

+57.5

78.2

86.5

+8.3

+10.6

41.7/23.0

+18.7

+81.3

11.6/23.0

-11.4

-49.6
+80%
+33%
+33%
-11%

From 1978
}{HI
Prison Use Rate
{23%)
LO
LEGISLATION (ISL ~ DSL)
Robbery - High Range
- Low Range
Burglary - High Range
- Low Range

1978

40
12
60
12

10-2/3

+32
+4
+12
- 1-1/3

35.6

35.9

+0.3

+0.8%

57.8

60.9

+3.1

+5.5%

17.8
6.3

21.6
5.9

+3.8
-0.4

+21.3%
-6.3%

1.1

0.6

-0.5

-45.5%

72

16
72
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Change

PRISON RELEASES
# Male Felons
Released (75-78
# Male Felons on
Parole
Months Served to
First Parole
TOTAL PRISON & PAROLE
Male Felon Population
thru 6/30/79

1975

1978

11,200

9,200

1979

Net

%

-2,000

-17.9

14,000

9 800

:-4,200

-30.0

39

25

-14

-35.9

30,600

29,800

-800

-2.6

- 8-

•

Prison admissions and population size tend to
fluctuate with state population and the state population has continued to grow.

•

Crime has increased.

•

More criminals are being caught and convicted.

•

Judges, in response to public attitudes or because
of the new determinate sentencing law, or for what-

~

ever reason, are sending more convicted offenders to
prison; or that this is true in some counties or
regions of the state, which makes a disproportionate
contribution to the prison population.
•

The prison population is stacking up because of
longer sentences.

•

The use of community placement (primarily parole or
work furlough) has declined because the population
is increasingly unsuitable for such placement.

The following findings are based primarily on data from the
four-year period, 1975 to 1979.

(See Figure 1 and Table 1.)

State Population changes do not explain these increases.
The state population is up by only 7.5 percent in the same
period, and 20 to 24 year olds, the population most at risk,

-

has grown at an even slower rate.
Reported Crime is up, but only by 11 percent.
Arrests and convictions are down:

Felony arrests

decreased by 3.5 percent through 1979 and felony convictions
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3

who are sent to

from 15

75 to 23

variation from
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;
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range was
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rate to 50 percent

below that rate.
Sentence

For

sentencing
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the
of seriousness.

parole

least

For

ment,

would

yield an MEPD

to an

MEPD

, under

DSL

that
with

cannot

Offenders

the new
who were re
than the

parole

75

, far
were re

down

1978) and the

parole population decreased even more sharply (.down 30
percent through June 30, 1979).

This combination of factors

suggests that a residual group of prisoners with longer
sentences is "stacking up" in prison while a certain number
of lesser offenders is processed relatively quickly.

The

total male felon population (institution and parole) has
actually decreased (down by 2.6 percent through June 30,

1979).
THE USE OF
DECLINED.

ALL TYPES OF COMMUNITY PLACEMENT HAS

As mentioned above, the use of parole has

decreased.

The use of work furlough has also declined

(from 1.1 per 100 in 1975 to 0.6 per 100 in 1979, a decrease
of 46 percent).

The use of camps, another lower security

placement, has declined by 6.3 percent.

Both of these

groups are small (105 on work furlough on December 31, 1979
and 1,090 in camps on June 30, 1979) and are counted as
part of the prison population, so that the increased use
would not have changed the overall prison or male felon

•

population.

Nonetheless, both work furlough placement

and camps do represent a placement alternative to prisons.
Both are indicators of the increasing unwillingness of the
California Department of Corrections to use lower security
options.

During the same period, the proportion of male

felons with prior prison terms remained virtually unchanged
at 36 per 100.

The proportion with sentences for crimes

against persons (homicide, rape, robbery, and assault) rose
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reveals the bankruptcy of current correctional planning in
California.

Even if building more prisons were an adequate

response to the problem, it will be five to seven years
before any new facilities could be opened.

Short ter.m

solutions to overcrowding will have to entail the development of alternatives to prison.

For the long run, though,

more far-reaching changes in penal philosophy are required.
The current trends and policies that lead toward more use
of prison are untenable:

they are exorbitantly expensive,

(Director Howard Way estimates the cost of new cells at
$70,000- $80,000 each), they contribute relatively little
to public safety and the control of crime, and they increasingly place prisoners and corrections staff in serious
jeopardy.

The question is thus what can be done to change

the situation; what alternatives to prison can be proposed
that are feasible and safe.
In considering alternatives to prison it is perhaps
most common to think of programs that serve as sentencing
alternatives.

There are, however, many opportunities for

reducing prison populations through changes in philosophy,
procedure, and practice.

Some means for reducing incar-

ceration can be set into action as emergency or short-range
responses, such as one time early release screening or
reclassification of an existing population.

Other strategies

take longer or are more complicated to implement, such as
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the revision

the AB90 financial incentives to counties to

more severely restrict commitments to the state prison
system.

Many approaches for

prison populations can
authority; others

be undertaken within existing
require legislative changes.

However,

significant

modifications can only be carried out through the adoption
part of decision-

of new attitudes and priorities on
makers in the criminal justice system.
D.

BARRIERS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES

The immediate problem that California faces is a rising
prison population.

But what must be addressed is the under-

lying problem in California:

that the state lacks almost

completely any constructive, viable penal sanctions that
would serve as alternatives to incarceration.
the state lacks the necessary
agencies, the long

Furthermore,

, the executive
, and the funds to support any

such alternatives.
The National Council on

Delinquency bases

this assessment on

separate components

of this study, which were

to

identified sources of alternatives:
priorities,

2)

legislation and

attitudes and

1) attitudes and

Firs.t, the

3)

of over one· hundred Californians
, state officials in

were sought -- program
criminal justice and

the three

pos

, and interested

citizens.

Second, the relevant state

was

analyzed.

And third, over

in

existence were contacted.

0 programs

The resulting "state of alterna-

tives" assessment is bleak.

Where

alternatives

was sought, instead barriers were found.

overall picture

in California is consistent with the criminal justice
statistical data:

there is growing

disill~sionrnent

and dis-

trust of non-prison alternatives by officials, more laws
which prohibit or discourage the use of non-prison alternatives, and there is a downward trend in the number and range
of alternatives available.

Officials are less and less

willing to utilize alternatives and there are fewer and fewer
alternatives there to employ.

In a kind of vicious circle

the lack of faith in.alternatives
ing prophecy.

Alternatives

become a self-fulfill-

California are nearing

collapse.

1.
In an effort to assess

to

prison among criminal j

, the National

Council on Crime and Delinquency surveyed over 100 respondents
in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Sacramento and other
California counties.

These included formal surveys and

open ended discussions with additional key state level
officials.

The following central themes appeared.

Alternatives to incarceration for the California
Department of Corrections commitments are generally
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see

opposed by local

as

rewards, privileges or

the less serious

offenders.

as a

approach to

or liberal

Most practitioners

nominated (1) conservative

and (2)

recent changes in

important

factors contributing to

population.
13 have signif-

Economic constraints

county

icantly curtailed programs
level.

to decrease prison

Alternatives nominated most 1
commitments were (a} shorter sentences;
(c) changes

the sentencing

to county
The offender

correction

, has no history

best suited for

misdemeanor offenses.

is charged

Practitioners are general

to articulate precise
Most practitioners

criteria for

of

estimated five
presently

early release;
contracting

the California

of offenses

(b)

offenders
of

in

alternative programs.
to j

No

estimate.

as 50 percent could be

Some
placed outside a

-2

to

Suggested

in the prisons were

ease overcrowding

reconstruct

(b} decrease prison terms;

for minimum security facilities;
(c) exhaust all availab

military bases

at

s

under the California Department of

and (d)

expand the use of county facilities (j

furlough

programs, etc.)
Most practitioners

not increasing but

the nature of criminal
than in past years.
these beliefs.

more serious

is

Again no data were

Prosecutors and j

to supportwere most resistive

to the concept of reducing prison commitments; probation
officials were the most favorab
a.

Implications for Alternatives

Although alternatives to

fornia

Department of Corrections commitments were viewed unfavorably,
practitioners were willing to
potential for reducing

issue and its
commitments

Therefore, given the data co

ted, two major implications

are (1) The need to intensify the awareness
and (2) The need to encourage exploration
1)

overcrowding.

alternatives
alternatives.

The Need for Information

First, it is essential more

be provided to

practitioners and the community on alternatives.

This would

improve the ability to discuss objectively the potentials of
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alternative approaches.

Several practitioners were unclear

about the issue at hand and were unaware of programs or
sanctions that could be readily utilized.
could clear away doubt and confusion.

Additional data

There was much doubt

that the use of alternatives would significantly affect
prison

co~itments

and overcrowding.

The majority generally

believed that felons are "too dangerous" for most alternative
situations despite research data supporting opposite
conclusions.
Some practitioners would consider offenders with
character disorders (drug addicts, alcoholics, and mentally
ill} and those who committed property crimes, for appropriate
alternatives.

Yet the majority felt very opposed to giving

any felons "second chances".
Public attitudes toward non-prison alternatives suggest
the need for a public education program.

Practitioners,

especially prosecutors and judges, repeatedly noted that the
community must confront the issue of crime on a daily basis.
The community wants and demands most offenders be locked up
to ensure public safety, punish the criminal and deter the
escalation of crime.

A probation officer stated that the

general public knows little about the correction system or
process, but experiences
education program

of crime.

b~

A public

address these fears as well as

provide much needed and carefully reasoned information on
the alternatives.
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-

Overall, the

non-prison

alternatives has caused

issue to be neglected.

ignorance has provoked hesitation
programs and
2)

~anctions

Such

existing
of new ones.

and stalled the

The Need to Encourage Exploration of Alternatives

Responses indicate the necessity to experiment with
changing the penal code, decreasing prison terms and providing for early release of offenders to community programs.
These alternatives seem to be most attractive to practitioners as a means for regulating prison populations.
alternatives were favored because the
level of imprisonment.

experiences some

Also, sentencing or penal code

revisions restrict the tendency
sending individuals to

lon

These

judges

prosecutors of

son without cons

possible

alternative sanctions.
If state funds were made available the majority of the
respondents saw a great potential for the state contracting
with local correction systems such as halfway houses and
private service organizations to house and supervise the
California Department of Corrections commi tmen'ts.
proposed that the California

Some

of Corrections

should dramatically increase the number
over the next couple of years.

community beds

This would be widely

accepted if public safety and effective supervision were
ensured.
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Attitudes. and Prior

b.

The increase in

es - Conclusions
commitments and overcrowding in

California state

problem

an

which the

expansion of sentencing and

alternatives

are political

and economi-

threatening to

cally unfeasible for

Data reveal that

there is a fundamental

practitioners and the

communi. ty on a

create financial

incentive to experiment
expedient and eas

that are practical,

accepted

both

tioners and the

community.
2.

The Current Legal Structure
Alternatives to

development

Cal

, and the further

innovations

are either con-

strained or

enactments, judicial

decision

In developing an

understanding or alternatives,

was necessary to consider

these aspects

California Legal Authority.

analysis focus

on

structure

ment of a

to the develop-

to imprisonment.

Two

regarding legislative

attitudes toward
dramatic

legal

authority over criminal

, as

sentencing and

~his

First, a
concern

offenders has occurred,

favor of

nature of
for uniformity

primary push toward imprisonment of more offenders for
longer periods is countered by a noticeable attempt to
encourage reduction of prison populations.
a.

The Structure of Authority
vs Tanner, 24 Cal. 3d

The Tanner Decision (
514 (1979)) establishes the
over criminal sentencing.

of legis

authority

slature also controls the

The

changes can manipulate the bounds of judicial and

discretion,

as well as control funding for state corrections programs.
While counties retain a great deal of autonomy in this area,
programs such as the County

tem Subvention Act

(AB 90) operate to reduce the use of
Because of this structure of

I

ular functioning

the

of

counties.
, and its partiesentencing and

incarceration, possible s
alternatives to

I

1)

Statutes to increase j
and agency discretion,
e.g. pre-term parole, probation for enumerated
offenses;

2)

Statutes to limit j
and agency discretion,
, requiring increased
e.g. presumptive
usage of alternative placements such as community
correction centers;

3)

Statutes to
specific
correction centers;
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, e.g. community

4)

Statutes regarding incentives to counties, e.g. a
revised version of AB 90.

b.

Sentencing and Probation

California underwent a revolution in sentencing
procedures in 1977, replacing indeterminate (ISL) with
determinate sentencing legislation (DSL) •

This established

specific prison terms for specific offenses, vastly reducing
the discretion of the correctional agencies over inmate
release.

In addition, DSL affects judicial discretion in

several respects.

Terms of sentences are more clearly, and

for most offenses more narrowly, spelled out.

A typical

assumption (which may or may not be true) is that sentences are also longer under DSL.

Simultaneously with DSL

there have been efforts to stiffen sentences, such as in the
Habitual Offenders Act.

Moreover, in recent years more

legislative direction has been exercised over the grants of
probation; more and more offenses have been added to statues
denying or limiting probation.

For example, house burglary

has been added within the last month.

Moreover, determinate

sentencing may have affected judicial attitudes in favor of
prison terms rather than probation.
But probation stands as the primary alternative to
prison.

It

the one area left in sentencing which focuses

on the individuality of the offender·.

It involves gathering

data about the person and making a judgment based on this
data and rules of court created by the Judicial Council.

Many probation placements are conditioned on serving one
year in the county j

1 system.

This opens up the possi-

bility of county rehabilitative programs such as work and
education furloughts.
Possible statutory changes to encourage alternatives
in this area are:
1)

Removing offenses
statutes;

mandatory prison

2)

Limiting judicial discretion by creating
presumptions against prisons:

3)

Creation and funding of more programs for
supervision and rehabilitation of probationers;

4)

Revising AB 90 to guarantee use of a
portion of the funds for adult alternatives.

c.

Initial Placements

The California Department of Corrections has absolute
discretion over the placement of persons brought under its
custody.

Under existing authority for example, it could

place new inmates in community corrections centers.
However, with the exception of one
infinitesimal group,

specialized

1 inmates are currently placed in

state prisons rather than community settings.

There is in

fact no program of alternative placements for new inmates
in the California prison system.

sification and place-

ment of inmates are governed by statutes, regulations and
department manuals, although over-crowding often prevents
placement in the recommended setting.
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Possible statutory changes to encourage alternative
are:
1) Creation of an
the community
functions;

structure for
program and related

auL .. ~u~strative

2) Requiring the creation and use
programs, with funding;

alternative

3) Providing the necessary funding.

d.

Pre-Release Community Placements

Currently, the California

of Corrections'

regulations restrict the few

and work

furlough programs to inmates within four months of release.
These settings include contract arrangements with county
jail work furlough programs and three actual community
placements.

For the tiny group of state prisoners involved

in these underfunded programs, the California Department of
Corrections and the outside facilities set eligibility
requirements.

In the face of prison overcrowding, the

legislature in 1978 called for more use of community correctional centers, leading to a California Department of
Corrections proposal (Mann, 1979) for increased programs.
This lengthy proposal will be published shortly.
Possible statutory changes to encourage alternatives
are:
1)

The
to

administrative structure
pre-release program;

2)

Requiring the creation and use of more
pre-release community correctional
centers, with funding.

e.

Parole/

Prior to determinate sentencing, parole was used as an
incentive for inmates to show rehabilitation.

Parole was

the exit gate from penal institutions, the mode of fixing
the length of an otherwise indeterminate sentence.

•

It also

served as a safety valve for prison populations growth (see
Figure 3).

Now, its purpose is dramatically changed, as it

serves solely as a period of reintegration into society - a
post-prison era of supervision, surveillance and counseling.

-

There is no possibility of parole prior to the end of a
prison term, although the term can be reduced by "good time"
credits.

But for persons with certain long sentences, as well

as a limited number of the inmates sentenced prior to July
1977, a version of the old system of parole still stands, so
that the Board of Prison Terms has a greater role in determining the date of release of these persons.
Possible statutory changes to encourage changes to
alternatives are:
1)

Revision of the sentencing law to include
parole prior to the end of a prison term.

2)

Alternatively, the good time credit system
can be enlarged, so that an inmate may earn
more credits per unit of time served.
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FIGURE 3
ADULT MALE FELON POPULATION
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3.

Alternative to Prison Programs:

The Current Status

If alternative to prison programs are to be part of
the answer to controlling the prison population in California, a massive increase in the resources for such programs
will be necessary.

The declining financial support for

such activities has reduced both their numbers and their
range of experimentation.
For this study, the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency did not survey all alternatives to incarceration.
We focused on alternatives at the post conviction stage in
order to gather information most relevant to the current

-

state prison commitments.

In addition to a bibliographic

review, we surveyed public officials and

community-b~ed

organization (CBO) representatives throughout the state to
identify alternative programs and mechanisms; we contacted
over 150 programs; we conducted a more formal survey of over
40 selected programs; we contacted ten probation departments;
and we conducted site visits of special program operation
interviews with 15 program officials.
a.

Non-Prison Sentencing Options

There are few options available for sentencing of adult
felons and the range of such options is declining.

Tradi-

tionally, the primary alternative to incarceration has been
probation supervision; although probation departments are
still in operation, they are steadily reducing the special
supervision measures or units that are often applied with
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felons.

Proposition 13 is the primary reason for this trend,

although the change from the Probation Subsidy program to
the AB 90 program also contributed.

In addition, the

passage of Proposition 9 and the imminent termination of

LEAA would also reduce funds available to probation and
other alternatives.
~

In this fiscal situation, there

little experimen-

tation with innovative alternatives to prison.

Several

counties do have programs for community services orders
(for example, San Francisco, Santa Clara, and Los Angeles
basis). and restitution payments (for example, the Solano
County and South Lake Tahoe programs} •

Representatives of

these programs report that the programs could take felons,
but that judges utilize them almost exclusively for misdemeanants.
b.

(The San Francisco felony program is an exception.)

Pre-Release Options

Currently, the Department of Corrections contracts for
or manages only 150 non-institutional beds.

This puts

California last in the nation in the rate of use of work furlough
and other pre-release options.

This, plus some parolees

participating in halfway house settings, are virtually the
only

options available for pre-release services

to California Department of Corrections' prisoners.
Federal Bureau

The

, with 600 or more community

placements in California, uses community centers more
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extensively in California than does the California
Department of Corrections.
A recent California Department of Corrections study
(Mann, 1979) proposes modest expansion of The California
Department of Corrections' community corrections placement
to 1,200 by the fiscal year 1983 to 1984.

This report

identifies over 1,000 county work furlough beds, some
2,000 private contract beds already existing -- many of
which would be available to California Department of
Corrections' clients.

The National Council on Crime and

Delinquency's program survey supports the California
Department of Corrections' study findings.

A large number

of residential programs are willing to take California
Department of Corrections releasees.

These programs tend·

to be concentrated in California's urban areas, particularly
in the San Francisco Bay Area and the Greater Los Angeles

•

area.

Fewer programs are in the Central Valley and Mid-

Coast regions.
Respondents to the National Council on Crime and Delin-

•

quency' program survey also noted that there are some glaring
glaring gaps in programmatic content.

Most notable is the

absence of sanctioning options which entail some restitution
or restoration by the offender to either the victims of
crimes or to the community at large.

An additional need,

especially pressing in view of current economic trends, is
for job training and job development programs.
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Finally, the availability and quality of programs of
alternatives suffer when related agencies and services
lose their funds.

Community alternatives bear the con-

sequences when monies for support services, such as mental
health counseling, decline or disappear.
some, the total network of soc

In the view of

service support, upon

which offenders and other marginal population groups depend,
is in jeopardy of collapse following repeated budget cutbacks.

Likewise, the administrative supervision and

support from funding agencies, such as the California
Department of Corrections' Parole and Community Services
Division, is totally inadequate to ensure a sufficiency of
high quality programs.

E.

THE BASIS FOR BUILDING A NEW SYSTEM OF NON-PRISON
ALTERNATIVE
There has been a dramatic increase in the use of

prisons in California.

This increase is related to the

attitudes and priorities of officials, who doubt the
efficacy of alternatives and who see the need for

•

strong punishment for offenders.

Based on such views

which the general public in large degree shares
legislation has become more restrictive regarding
sentence and support for fiscal and administrative
alternative programs has declined.

This decline of

support is also seen in the effect of Proposition 13 and
the potential impact of Proposition 9.

In all, alternatives

to incarceration in California have been badly crippled;
the network of community control and support services
of offenders faces callapse.
primarily minor offenders.

Those that exist serve
California offers little in

the way of non-prison alternatives for adult felony
offenders.
As pointed out in the foregoing pages, the negative
opinions, legislative restrictions, and program
reductions in part point the way to the direction in which
alternative sanctions can be pursued.
~rcgram

-

But a coherent

of alternative sanctions needs to demonstrate its

positive aspects.

A plan for a new corrections policy in
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costs can soar even

higher.

About three fourths of the women imprisoned in

California are mothers of dependent children and a
majority are single heads of households.
The "return" on these huge investments is largely
negative.

Prison programs, such as prison industries,

and prisons facilities tend to be inflexible.

They are

not easily remodeled to suit changing populations of
prisoners or changing management philosophies, let alone
to serve other, non-offender populations should there be
a dramatic drop in the use of prisons.

Prisons quickly

become white elephants; considered as investments, they
entail high risk and low return uses of public monies.
It is clear that non-prison sanctions are
less expensive than imprisonment.

Althouqh

the most expensive (and intensively staffed) programs,
such as certain halfway houses and "supported work"
emt·loyment training projects, operate at costs close to
those of most incarceration facilities (i.e., $10,000 to
$12,000 per person per year and up, obviously not
including the capital construction costs), the majority
of alternatives are far less costly.

The per-offender

cost of average probation supervision, that meets
accepted correctional standards regarding services and

-

contracts, was estimated at approximately $215 per year
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in 1978 (Thalheimer, p. 48).
supervision, with

Even intensive probation

"

ces

surveillance

techniques, was estimated at only $676 per client per
year.

(Funke and Wayson, p. 109).
Programs involving

to victim's or the

state by offenders are cons

s expensive.

Repayment by offenders may
supervision.

Res

to offset the costs of

tution and

programs also benefit

society by tapping the "productivity potential" of
offenders and restoring the moral principles of
reciprocity and personal responsibility.

One estimate of

incarceration's "forgone productivity" in goods and
services contributed to the community was more than
$12,000 per inmate

state

and Wayson, p. 2 .

Probation Diversion

Program --a halfway

program for convicted felons

emphasizes its

regard.

project reported a program

state's incarceration
35 per day.

------------------------------~------~

participants

In 1979, the
cost of $12 per

day, which was close to
maintenance cost

tutions (Funke

program

paid; $370,000 was

However, the 1,270
nearly

program in room

and board payment, nearly $150,000 was paid in court
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costs and fines, and over $80,000 went as direct
restitution to victims.

Participants also paid over

$315,000 for food, clothing, and medical care.
Incarceration is thus doubly costly; it is
extremely expensive to build and operate prisons and
jails, and it is extremely wasteful of the productive
potential of offenders (unless relatively sophisticated
and complete employment programs are available inside
prisons).

There is, in any event, growing recognition

of the importance of developing alternatives with
restitution or restoration as an important element.
Likewise, programs that utilize or develop job skills
are cost-effective, if only because they encourage
repayment to victims or to the community at large •

•

2.

Considerations of Public Safety
Correctional officials argue that proposals for

non~prison

alternatives have little application to the

prison population in California, which is composed of
serious offenders.

In this view, the cost arguments

just presented would need, for balance, to also consider
costs to the criminal justice system and to the soci.ety
from crimes commited by an offender that would not have
occurred had the offender been securely
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incarcer~ted.

There is, of course, a

logic to

is.

There

is incapacitation from

; further criminal

behavior

in prison is focused

an

primarily on
on staff.

and, to a lesser extent,

Crime is

maintained.

and

A system of

sanctions must

pay particular attention to
safety.

This

safety is

concerns for public

can

t

by denying non-prison

two ways:

to some persons, and

by carefully monitoring and controlling the activities
of persons who are placed

an alternative setting.

The important fact to remember is

virtually

at some

all offenders are

some r:i.sk

incurred.

to the communi

The ability

to screen -- to
co~~it

will

further offenses, when,

offenses -- is at best uncertain.
knowledge res

kinds of
The state of
still primitive;

es

character

the

efforts

tence mean
will probab

(Monahan, 19 7 8 ;

Gendreau and Ross, 1979)

screening

techniques are

,

by practitioners

and program administrators of techniques for the control
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of program clients is well developed.

This is seen

most clearly in the residential programs, such as
half-way houses or pre-release centers, where measures
such as curfews, time logs, and other offender control
techniques are instituted with reasonable effect.

These

measures are situational; they control the conditions
within which offenders' activities take place.
This knowledge is most --although not exclusively
applicable for community pre-release programs.

The

Federal Bureau of Prisons -- which'releases nearly half
of its prisoners through pre-release, community
placements -- take advantage of such techniques.

The

Bureau contracts with a large number of private programs,

-

having made sure that the basic elements of prisoneraccount@ilitY~~uch

compe~Jlt~staf~,

as adequate monitoring systems and

are available in the programs.

With

some excpetions, nearly all prisoners are potentially
eligible for placement in pre-release programs,

-

regardless of commitment offense or disciplinary history,
if only on the grounds that pre-release programs are
necessary "preparations" for prisoners who will soon be
released anyway, not rewards for good conduct.

Nor,

according to officials, is the prisoner popula.tion in the

-

federa.l system notably different than state prisoners.
"The only difference is that CDC's robbers held up a
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7-11 store, ours went next door and robbed a bank."
Although it is very difficult to predict in advance
which prisoners would commit new crimes during a period

s

of non-prison supervision, it is
reasonable controls over
alternative setting.

to establish

actions of offenders in an

Such

seldom

be as

complete as the control exercised through total
incarceration, but they are s
to public safety at a minimum.

to keep threat
These

threats

can be weighed against the many costs of incarceration.
Such considerations led one CDC researcher to conclude

.

that: " ... the: mcst rational correctional policy is not
only the most humane, but
is to

people out

soon as poss

3.

cheapest, and that policy

our correctional
out"

and keep

(

terns as
, 19 7 4) •

The Effectiveness of Intervention
of "what works" in

There is intens
corrections.

other

Probation,

programs or interventions have
which yie

the greatest

recidivism).
controversial
among present

in reducing

The evidence to date
is

compared to evaluate

"

inconclusive.

One

-- at least
-- to rehabilitate

offenders.

Robert Martinson examined over 200 studies

and evaluations of "treatment" programs inside and
outside prisons and concluded: " ••. we simply cannot say
thc;t (treatment programs have} ..• an appreciable effect
on offender behavior •.•

(We) can't 'treat" offenders so

as to make them do better .•. " (Martinson, 1974, pp. 47-48).
It may be that very few corrections inverventions
will make a significant positive, reformative or
correcting impact.

Conversely, though, it is clear that

non-prison palcements do not have significant detriments
compared with prison.

To again quote Martinson (1974, p.48):

"And if these programs
not show the
advantage of actually rehab
tating, some
of them did have the advantage of being
less onerous to the offender himself,
without seeming to pose increased danger
to the community. And some of these
programs -- especially those involving
less restrictive custody, minimal supervisicn,
and early release -- simply cost fewer
dollars to administer ••• (T)he implication
is clear: that if we can't do more for (and
to) offenders, at least we can safely do less.

•

That "we can safely do less" may be a sufficient
justification for alternatives.

Asking corrections to

provide humane sanctions using the least restrictive
alternative consistent with public safety is an
appropriate and achievable mandate.

It may be that

asking for more is not.

......

An alternative view is that although in general
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correctional interventions have not been proven effective,
programs can work if adequate

and case

classification/screening techniques are employed
(Gendreau and Ross,

79; Nelson, 1978; and Allen, 1979).

As one state parole

al commented to NCCD

interviewers: "The real ques
works

1

,

but

1

What

work~:

what circumstances.

1

"

not whether 'anything

in what way for whom and under
-There is evidence, for example,

that probation projects speci

zing in particular

client groups have rehabilitative impacts (if not always
directly on recidivi

(Banks, 1977).

Even Martinson

comments that intensive supervision by probation
departments

to

ze new offenses (Martinson,

19 7 4, p. 4 7 .
a real program of community

More likely

never been tried.

reintegration has s

,

program involving skill
career deve

as

year has neve.r

world of

job creation, and

,000 offenders who leave
In the

programs, it would be a complex and

expensive
to the proposed

substantial

to necessary educational and

other resources for as
CDC

A

But it

be cheap compared

tal construction budget of $903 million.

The relative abi

of ex-prisoners to compete for
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large scale social program resources is not likely to
change in a post-Proposition 13, post-Proposition 9 era.
Nonetheless, the ability to maintain a reasonably high
level of public safety at far less cost than building
new prisons is in and of itself a strong argument for
non-prison sanctions.

Incapacitation does not require

imprisonment.
Furthermore, the uncertainty over the effectivnes
of intervention argues for setting far more modest
expectations for corrections, whether imprisonment or
community supervision.
order.

A new guiding philosophy is in

That philosophy should emphasize not so much

rehabilitation as reintegration __ and reparation:

-

o Reintegration is an objective for programs and
services to offenders who demonstrate desire
to make a non-crime

living~

It speaks to the

fact that many offenders are "outsiders" to
mainstream society.

They are "outside" in the

sense, minimally, ',that they lack skills and
access to the "mainstream" labor market.

.....

Reintegration programming thus emphasizes job
training, job readiness coaching and job
placement efforts; it also must address drug and
alcohol problems.
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o Restitution is a concept that underscores the
fact that offenders "owe a debt", that their crimes
have created situations that need to be set right
on some moral, social or monetary basis.

Restitution

includes direct restitution to individual victims
and indirect or symbolic restitution to society,
e.g., through work with a community service order.
As noted earlier, such programs maximize budget
savings in contrast to incarceration.

(The

available evidence on programs of this sort for
felons, such as the Solano County Volunteer Work
Program, suggests that they can achieve high rates
of successful client completions with very low risks
to public safety.)

(Harris, 1979, pp. 10-11)

NCCD urges that the philosophies and the expectations
of alternatives be revised.

The emphasis in "treatment"

programs on rehabilitation should

supplemented by

emphasis on reintegration and res

tution -- more modest

goals, perhaps, and more

, fiscally.

It must be stressed that whatever the particular
philosophy
require

ized,

non-prison alternatives

resources, strong management and oversight,

and a sound network of associated services.
cannot be adequately
they are seen as a full-f
sy~:;tcm.

Alternatives

implemented and evaluated until
component of the correctional

F.

LINGERING ISSUES: JUSTICE IN THE CORRECTIONS SYSTEM
~ihether

-

or not the arguments and proposals for

alternatives to incarCE•ration presented in this study
are accepted, there are certain issues of justice
pertinent to non-prison alternatives in California.
1.

.....

Racial and Ethnic Disparities
The disproportionate number of racial and ethnic

minorities in the prisons is a cause of significant

-

concern, as evidenced by the appointment of a California
Task Force on Incarcerated Minorities to examine the
cuases and solution for this inequity.

In 1973 -- prior

.

to recent large increases in the numbers and proportions
of minorities in California's prisons

the rate of

state prisoners per population was 66 per 100,000 for
whites and 368 per 100,000 for blacks (Dunbaugh, 1979).
The black rate of imprisonment on equivalent population
bases was, that is, roughly six times as high as the rate
for whites.

....

-

As of December 31, 1979, 34.3 percent of the

state prison population was black, and 23.6 percent
Hispanic.

A 1976 California Department of Finance report

estimated 7.7 percent of the state's population to be
black and 15.8 percent Hispanic.
of the prison is

4~

general population.

The black proportion

times the proportion of blacks in
The comparable Hispanic rate
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i~

1~.

Attention ·to these disparities should be a high
priority for any plan for

ternatives.

Alternatives to

incarceration must be designed and monitored to insure
that they do not inadvertently contribute to disparities
among various population

' incarceration rates.

it is the case, under present or
alternatives are differenti

ly

If

new alternatives, that
lable to racial

and ethnic groups, corrective steps should be
undertaken immediately.

2.

Widening the Net
The phenomenon of "widening t..""le net" -- of expanding

the range of social control -- is a perennial problem in
the implementation of new alternatives to incarceration
(Galvin, 1977).

Alternatives which were instituted to

provide less restrictive settings for incarcerated
populations are used, instead, to create a more restricted
status for a different offender population.

For example,

most of those in current programs would be neither in
j

nor in prison.

probation.

These programs are alternatives to

The programs and proposals discussed in this

report are intended to reduce the total need for
incarceration.
NCCD's propos

State prison populations should fall, if
are implemented.
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Although some

recommendations

such as statutory limit of prison

capacity -- would obviously have this effect, others
are more ambiguous in both intent and likely effect.

-

For example, this report urges the development of
resources for community service and restitution programs.
Such programs could be used to increase the severity of

-

sanction applied to offenders now sentenced to probation
with few special terms and conditions.

In some -- perhaps

many -- cases, the increased or changed sanctions may well
be appropriate.

Hc,wever, the primary objective is to

drastically reduce the routine reliance on incarceration
by California's criminal justice system.

3.

•

Disparities in Sanctions
In California, as in other jurisdictions, there

have been many disparities in criminal punishments.
Similar offenses and offenders have drawn widely
divergent sentences, depending upon the particular
county or judge.

The array of determinate sentencing

legislation passed during recent sessions of the state

-

-

legislature is intended, among other things, to bring
sentencing onto a more consistent footing.

While there

is evidence that discripancies in sentencing have been
reduced, wide areas of discretion remain.
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Prosecutor's

charging decisions are a major source of variation: two
similar "real world .. offenses can easily result in very
different charged offenses.

Moreover, the experienced

severity of two formally identical sentences can vary
tremendously because of administrative discretion.
Decisions by counselors, probation and parole officers,
correctional officials and classification officers

al~

have direct bearing on the real content of a sentence.
The addition of alternatives to incarceration will,
almost inevitably, expand the range of indeterminacy in
the cr.iminal justice system.

This is especially true

regarding alternative programs {legislated reductions in
sentence lengths, for example apply across the board).
However, the greater the availability of programs as
resources, and the greater the degree of flexibility they
provide, the wider will be the range of options
available to judges and corrections officials.
Legislative and other guidelines will be needed to
reduce the range and level of discrepant sanctions.
Guidelines should address issues of severity, defining,
for example, which criminal acts merit what sanctions
among the

new~.. y

developed range of options.

Guidelines

should also be developed to provide reasonable consistency
to administrative actions regarding discipline and other
terms and conditions of participation in particular types
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or levels of alternatives.
The crucial point is that discretion will always be
present, whethe:r under the current law or anl' future
modification.

At issue is the development of approaches

to manage discretion.

Guidelines and other such approaches

will help keep the patterns of discretion in the public
eye.

G.

CONCLUSIONS
Thsre is an emerging crisis in corrections in

California.
an

A number of trends are converging to create

ov~rcrowding

in incarceration settings and a

simultaneous weakening of alternative resources.
important to bear in mind the

It

~S'

problematic aspects of

alternatives to incarceration, the limitations of their
effectiveness in "treating" and "rehabilitating"
offenders and the ambiguous implications of expanded use
of alternatives for the quality of justice in California.
Nevertheless, California should take immediate steps to
implement more alternatives.

The available evidence

demonstrates that alternatives to incarceration are
considerably less costly than incarceration and that
alternatives can be undertaken for significant numbers
of offenders without serious risk to public safety.
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For the immediate or short term future, administrative
actions such as increased use of community placements,
could help considerably to alleviate prison overcrowding.
However, in the long run a more substantial strategy of
alternatives is needed.

Promising directions in

community corrections are emphases on reintegration of
offenders {particularly through job training and
placement) and restitution by the offender.

The

following sections present specific recommendations to
these ends, with analysis of particular issues or
conditions for their

implementatio~.
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SECTION IV
CONFRONTING CALIFORNIA'S CRISIS IN CORRECTIONS
INTRODUCTION
NCCC's analysis of California's failing penal
policy points to clear directions for change.

Specific

reforms are required both to alleviate the most obvious
symptom of failure -- bulging prisons -- as well as the
structural roots of prison overcrowding --over-reliance
on incarceration.

The following recommendations cover

short-term actions, largely achievable within current
legal authority of the Youth and Adult Corrections
AgP-ncy: othe:r policy directives suggest new legislation
and more thorough examinations of alternative solutions.
The short-term and long-range policy recomliiendations are
complimentary in that emergency measures can stimulate
innovative long-term policy formulation and the

•

structural recommendations buttress and extend the
potency of the short-term actions.
NCCD's recommendations are intended to stimulate
a statewide discussion on the value of non-prison penal
sanctions.

What is required is a strong partnership of

legislators, criminal justice officials, and citizens
to create a ne:w correctional policy for California.

This new approach to corrections would emphasize protecting
the public through cost-effective penal sanctions thett put
low-risk offenders to work.

Sentencing policies must

emphasize both concern for restitution of victims and
reintegration of the offender into the law-abiding
society.

NCCD calls for a comprehensive examination of

the State's entire criminal justice system to rear ient~
thinking away from the outmoded prc.ctice of routine
confinement in dangerous and excessively expensive
prisons.

This broad-based assessment of how California

responds to crime should st-rive to educate the public
about thE: most practical and effective ways to protect
their safety.
Some of the policy directions contained in this
report echo proposals for correctional reform in
California that have been repeated during the last 50
years.

Neither the prison crisis nor many of its

probable solutions are new.

Perhaps, the current

precarious fiscal situation facing state and local
governments will provide the needed impetus for a sound
criminal justice policy in California.

NCCD's proposals

represent a starting point based on the best available
research data:

Our recommendations require further

planning efforts to translate principles into reality.

NCCC welcomes the challenge of working with state
officials and other groups to further develop a new
corrections policy for California •

•
•

SECTION IV
PART I
CONFRONTING CALIFORNIA'S CRISIS IN CORRECTION:
EMERGENCY OR SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

A.

INTRODUCTION
Containment or reduction of state prison

population may be achieved through a wide variety of
strategies, e.g., decriminalization, penalty reduction,
diversion, alternative sentences, parole or setence
reduction.

These measures are considered in other

sections of the report.

This section focuses on

remedies now available to the Youth and Adult Correctional
Agency to reduce overcrowding by expanded use of nonprison placements.
Increased use of non-prison placements by the
Y.A.C.A. represents a population reduction strategy
promising the most immediate impact on the overcrowding
crisis.

If adopted, as a plan, by the Y.A.C.A., it could

obviate the need for additional prison beds which otherwise may be needed over the next four to five years.

The

savings in construction and basic equipment costs for
each additional prison bed at a cost of $50,000 to
$80,000 would far exceed the costs for the programs
recommended below.*
* These savings would not preclude funds needed for major
rennovation and repair of existing CDC facilities, which
is considerable.
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Expanded use

placements would have

following objectives:
o Reduce/prevent overcrowding in state prisons.

o Reduce the costs of punishment and social
control to taypayers.
• Estab

a f

le

tern of social control

that can be easily expanded or contacted
according to demand.
• Provide a less hazardous and

s alienating

environment for staff and inmates.
• Facilitate a significant reorientation of
•

California's correctional policy to emphasize
repairing the harm

by offenders and, at

the same

a practical and
fenders' most common and perhaps

most

prob

, chronic unemployment

and

e

a
community

transition from prison to
for a

greater proportion

of
•

Make

possib

non-assaultive, low-risk
sentences, who are
offenses, to avoid
and potentially dangerous

exper

large, traditional

-6

state prisons.
"Non-prison placements" are residential settings
of small size and urban-situated.

Their use is most

frequently associated with supervised work programs
for offenders.

These supervised work programs, in

turn, may be related to a variety of purposes:
restitution; family support; developing a "stake" to
assist the prisoner get established on re-entry to the
community; on-job training and establishment of a work
record; and prisoner payment of their program
maintenance costs.

A given program might entail a

mix of these purposes, tailored to the differing
situations of offenders.

Restitution, as used here,

would embrace payment of fines or court costs,
restitution to personal victims, payments to the state
victimes' compensation fund, or performance of
services for communities.

•

On-job training, combined

with community service, might entail a "supported work''
program.
As to necessary housing, what is envisioned
includes utilizing buildings already constructed, and
in many instances, already being used as residential
centers for offenders.

Whenever possible, the state

should contract for residential and related program
services with private agencies, community-based
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organi

ons

local

that are operating

programs of the type

and are capable of

expanding these at a comparatively
accommodate

numbers

A good

the program

by existing staff

state prisoners.
could be supplied

the P

Services

pace to

CDC,

and Community
provide such

services.
on

the recommendations below, in

addition to direct impact on
serve to provide a

son population, will

scale and varied set of

demonstrations

alternative programs.

In the long run

s should contribute to efforts to

s

at the county level to

persons·
managed

of non-ass

felonies to locally-

placements.
recommendations in

this section

complement but also be

greatly

the

next

ls

structura

B.

term or

to

crisis.

RECOMMENDATIONS

e GREATLY

EXPru~D

THE USE OF COMMUNITY-BASED
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PLACEMENTS FOR PRISONERS NEARING THEIR
RELEASE DATES BEYOND GOALS PRESENTLY SET
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS.
•

IMMEDIATELY DEVELOP COMMUNITY-BASED RESTITUTION
AND COMMUNITY WORK PROGRAMS FOR SELECTED, NONASSAULTIVE, LOW-RISK PRISONERS CONVICTED OF NONASSAULTIVE OFFENSES, WHO ARE IN THE EARLY STAGE
OF SHORT SENTENCES.

• CREATE A NEW DEPARTMENT OF CLASSIFICATION AND
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS WITHIN THE YOUTH AND
ADULT CORRECTIONAL AGENCY TO PLAN, IMPLEMENT AND
MONITOR THE EXPANDING RANGE OF NON-PRISON PENAL
SANCTIONS.
C.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Expanded Use of Community-Based Placements and
Programs
Essentially, what is proposed is an expansion of

CDC's use of community-based placements and programs.
At the present time, only five such programs are used
in the State for just over 150 prisoners.
Chapter III)

(Sourcebook,

One of these is operated by CDC, three by

counties (San Francisco, Contra Costa, and San Mateo) and
one by the Volunteers of America in Oakland.

Following

the legislature's mandate, the CDC has recently presented
a plan to increase the population of prisoners in such
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next

facilities to 1,200 over

years.*

It

is NCCD's

sets far too modest

goals and

lease prisoners could
each year with-

be assigned to
See

out

A)

Develop Community-Based Restitutions, Work and Community
Work Programs
I

NCCD

developed immediate

that new programs be
prisoners as

for se

alternatives to traditional
convicted of

Low risk prisoners
, sentenced to short

terms, and

security would be immedprograms would
would be
, contingent

on

to use

to pay fines

and court costs, or to

to individual
or

state victims'

In some

use

to

would
dependents.
A

In all

Plan for
of

force on
Parole
project
leader.

EXHIBIT

A

MINIMUM GOALS FOR NON-PRISON
PLACEMENT OF CDC FELONS

NEW ADMISSION NON-PRISON PLACEMENTS

*

PRE-RELEASE NON-PRISON PLACEMENTS

1. If there are 13,000 new admissions
from court in a given year; l

1.

If there are 13,000 prisoners to be
released in a given year; 4

2. And if 25% or 3,250 are classified
for minimum security placement; 2

2.

And if 40% or 5,200 are classified
for minimum secur~ty in their
prison; 2

3. And if at least 75% of this group
have no record of escape, no
outstanding detainers, and no
established pattern of assaultive
behavior in the community or in
prison; 3

3.

And if at least 75% of this group
have no record of escape, no
outstanding detainers, and no
established pattern of assaultive
behavior in the community or in
prison; 3

4. Then 2,438 prisoners would be
eligible for non-prison placement
in that year.

4.

Then 3,900 prisoners would be
eligible for non-prison placement
in that year.

5. The daily population of felons in
non-prison placements would be
1,828. 5

5.

The daily population of felons in
non-prison placements would be
975. 6

j

*

Most persons eligible for new admission non-prison placement will have spent an
average of 4 months in local jails plus approximately 30-60 days in a diagnostic
facility. Thus, most persons will have experienced 5-6 months of imprisonment
prior to non-prison placement.

SOURCES OF ESTIMATES
1.

CDC's projected mean male and female commitments for 1980-1985 is 13,050 (CDC-MIS
Official Population Projection, Work Papers, 1980, as reported by Arthur Young
and Company) .

2.

Based on CDC's Classification Tables for New Admissions as of March, 1980.

3.

Based on conservative estimates of characteristics of new admissions, plus CDC's
Classification Scoring System.

4.

CDC's projected mean release per year for male and female felons for 1980-1985 is
13,050 (CDC-MIS Official Population Projection, Work Papers, 1980, as reported by
Arthur Young and Company).

5.

Based on an average stay of 9 months.

6.

Based on an average stay of 3 months.
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these

cases, some
the

costs,

suf

go to offset

to

have

to cover

end

necessities at the

sentence terms.
stage of

A

their sentences,

some

CDC.

the

be a

j

For

start

programs

reason, NCCD

evaluated

1

to

As

successful
evaluation,

at

2,438 offenders

per
Res
a "stake"

both groups
as
, or

might
be a

j

on work
crews

contract

Emphasis is on
careful
serve to better
and

public service and job training that gives offenders
a start on a stable work record.
Many of these programs and services already are
available in California through State and local public
agencies as well as a number of private agencies.

CDC

staff are cognizant of such programs and, given
leadership, should be able to expand their use
greatly.

To the extent it is needed, technical

assistance for program development is available from
organizations funded by the U.S. Department of Justice
and National Institute of Corrections.
California should contract with private agencies
for necessary facilities and program services in this
proposed expansion.

This will permit Qreater

flexibility and variety of resources.

It will also

obviate the fiscal and community relations problems
attendant on establishment of state correctional
facilities.

The Federal Bureau of Prisons, which has

hundreds of contracts with private agencies for its
community-based program, including many in California,
would be available to assist the YACA as needed in
following this policy line.
At the same time, the YACA should be prepared to
establish and operate some of its own programs in this
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area.

This

to meet

beyond what

local and private
would provide

Moreover, it
for use· in setting

state

standards and determining

costs.

The availability of

the numbers indicated

in Exhibit A for
a stumbling block.

is not of itself
population of 2,803

An

offenders in community-based

amount to 11

percent of the CDC projected

population of

25,400 for

80-

85.*

This

average of state felony prisoners

a bit above the national
work release centers

percent) but

(8

states.

for a number of

For example,

25 percent and Massachu-

setts 34

, is information

on the custody

prisoners.

The CDC

set

procedures

requirements of

prisoners ..

ect which, in

turn, drew on a

a few years ago in

the federal

account indica-

tors

recidivism, and of

the

*

criteria and

behavior,
of felons in
placements would
would

.t:he
community
serve
serve 3
7
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or such other institutional misbehaviors as trafficking
in serious contraband.
The classification system was applied in March, 1980,
to prisoners in all CDC's institutions.

Approximately

40 percent of the current incarcerated population was
found to qualify for the lowest level of custody.

Given

this finding, the goal of placing 11 percent of the
prisoners in well-managed community-based programs seems
quite attainable.
The new CDC classification system was also used to
assess the custody requirements of newly received prisoners.
CDC found that 25 percent of new commitments were suitable
for immediate assignment to Level I or minimum security
housing.

This supports NCCD's view that a significant

number of newly committed prisones qualify for early assignment to community-based programs.
Further, credit for time served in jail prior to trial
or sentencing and earnable

11

good-time" credits reduces

substantially the time actually served in state prison.
CDC estimates that the average prisoner has about four
months of "jail time" credit when committed to prison.
(Health and Welfare Agency, CDC, 1979:17)

If such offenders

earn all their good time, they will be required to serve
only two-thirds of their sentence.

Thus, a person sentenced

to 24 months, on the average, would face 12 months of prison
time.

If one considers an average stay of two months in
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State

Non-Prison Correctional Programs
@

Classification and Inmate Placement

o Parole and Community Services
• Field Services and Technical Assistance
• Administration of Subvention Funds for Adult
Offender-Center Services
NCCD recommends that the new department receive a
clear legislative mandate to expand
alternatives.

The new structure

importance of a new direction

use of non-prison
underscore the

California's Penal

Policy and promote special staff expertise in the
planning, funding, monitoring and evaluation of
innovative programs.

Merging the

functions of

classification and community corrections would ensure
non-prison placement was considered
placement, reclassification
determinations. *
The main point is to focus

I

on

employing the most effective and lease expensive
placement rather than on availabi

a method of preparing offenders

*

ty of prison beds.

successful reentry

Consolidating the correctional services of
classifications and community corrections has
been partially implemented in Hawaii and Oklahoma.
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into the community.

Administration of Parole and

Community Services would be improved if these programs
were integrated with other community-based offender
services rather than managed by

titutional staff.

Existing staff from the Parole

Community Services
subvention funds

Division could administer the
for adult offender services and

field services

to encourage development of non-prison correctional
options at the local level.

The Prevention and

Community corrections Branch of the Department of the
Youth Authority provides a useful model for adult
field services.
The cornerstone of the new department would be a
sophisticated planning, program development and
evaluation unit capable of managing a diffuse and
complex system of state funded community correctional
programs.

The needed administrative resources must

be strengthened and elaborated within the YACA. · Since
the unified state correctional agency is currently
being reorganized, legislative guidelines in this area
would be timely.
Given

Legislature and other forces

in its "management environemnt", and committed leadership,
the new Department

Classification and Community
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Corrections should be capable of planning, developing,
and managing or purchasing programs which would maintain
at least 11 percent of its prisoners in community-based
placements.

D.

LIMITATIONS OF

SHORT-TE~1

RECOMMENDATIONS

A prominently displayed announcement that the Y.A.C.A.
was proposing to increase the number of prisoners assigned
to community-based programs would undoubtedly provoke
responses ranging from bewilderment to outrage and afford
something of a "field day" for demagogues.

Particular

sources of articulated objection would be certain judges,
prosecutors, legislators, law enforcement officials, and
some editors.

Three fundamental points need to be kept

in mind in relation to this "resistance" problem:

•

•

The increase would not be the dramatic action
such an announcement might seem to portend.

.

It

would occur, initially, at a moderate pace and,

-

over a five-year period, gradually accelerate
only as rigorous monitoring and evaluation data
demonstrated that undue risks were not being taken.
•

The alternative to such a plan would be construction of additional prison beds costing
$50,000 - $80,000 each, plus gradually deteriorating conditions in increasingly over-sized older
prisons during the three to five years required
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to bring new facilities into operation.
•

The very fact that the plan is feasible means
that many offenders are being sent off to
excessively costly and dangerous state prisons
despite the lack of truly solid, logical bases
for this expensive practice.

When the Y.A.C.A. commits itself to such a plan, it
will immediately become public

knowl~dge.

But if this is

shared with representatives of the public with emphasis
on the above three points, communication and education
can accompany the gradual implementation of the plans
and help make them viable.
In view of the trade-off between costs of implementing this proposed program and the alternative of building several new major institutions, cost·s, if anything,
are a plus for rather than a constraint on adopting the
program.

There is, of course, the alternative of simply

stacking up the excess population in existing institutions.
The human costs of this, plus the almost certain costs of
highly destructive major disturbances, make this a most
unattractive option.
The proposal to provide non-prison placements for
a selection of short term prisoners poses possible problems for "widening the net".

In other words, with

attractive community corrections options available, judges
might feel less inhibited about imposing prison sentences
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in marginal cases; and prosecutors might have one more
chip for plea-bargaining purposes.

It is difficult to

determine the extent of this problem without some actual
operating experience with new correctional programs.

The

issue of "widening the net" cannot be adequately dealt
with on a short-term basis, but must be examined in connection

wit~

over-all strategies to constrain the use of

state imprisonment.

It could well be argued that many,

if not most, of the prisoners who would be suitable for
the kinds of programs discussed here should not have been
sent to prison in the first place.

Solutions to these

issues are presented in the following section on longterm structural recommendations.
•

•
•
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•
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SECTION IV

PART II
CONFRONTING CALIFORNIA'S CRISIS IN CORRECTIONS:
LONG TERM AND STRUCTURAL RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

INTRODUCTION
The short-term recommendat

seek to relieve the

immediate problems of prison overcrowding while providing an
orderly and effective process of reintegration of prisoners
back to society.

The short-term steps should be supplemented

and grounded, however, by more long-range, structural changes
in criminal justice practices in California.

The following

section points out areas of primary concern for such structural reforms.
The crisis of overcrowding is not simply a prison management problem; this situation arises from policy and administrative decisions and failures in many areas of criminal justice.

Crime has continued to be a major problem, yet few

criminal justice system responses seem to provide any greater
degree of safety for Ca

•

fornia's

zens

Responding to

public fears and discontent with previous crime control measures, the legislature has acted forcefully, but without sufficient consideration of the negative effects of new penal
measures.

For example, several recent laws prescribe manda-

tory prison sentences for certain offenses.

There appears to

have been little legislative consideration or direction regarding complementary and affected system functions--prosecution,
probation, and the conditions of incarceration in the state's
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prisons--in passing these measures.

Other legislation has

fixed increasingly longer sentences, but few public officials
appear to know the consequences of such longer sentences for
prison system costs and prison overcrowding.
NCCD's study has documented California's need for a new
corrections policy and a new criminal justice strategy in the
1980's.

It is time to go beyond crisis, stop-gap measures,

whether the measures be new prisons or new alternatives.

It

is time to thoroughly re-evaluate criminal justice, particularly, but not only, corrections practice.
long~term

•

The goals of the

or structural reforms are as follows:

Reduce the use of maximum and medium security
prisons as the routine correctional option for
non-assaultive felons;

e

Create a more innovative and diverse array of
options for judges in sentencing convicted felons,
emphasizing restitution and work programs:

•

Achieve a more effective coordination of state
and county corrections responsibilities to promote non-prison placements&

•

Establish a process for developing long-range
state strategies--especially regarding sentencing and corrections--that are grounded in cumulative studies, policy analyses, and experiments.
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•

Educate the public about the nature of crime
problems and about the effects of various
solutions.

B.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
NCCD suggests four recommendations to stimulate long-

.....
II

term or structural change in the California Criminal Justice
policies.

These recommendations respond to the needs for com-

prehensive and rational examinations of criminal justice
policies, for ending over-reliance on prisons and for creating more diverse and innovative sentencing options.
R;ECOMMENDATIONS
e

-

ESTABLISH A STATUTORY CEILING ON THE NUMBER OF AVAIL-

ABLE MEDIUM, CLOSE, AND MAXIMUM SECURITY BEDS WITHIN
CALIFORNIA'S DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS.
e

-

AMEND THE COUNTY CRIMINAL JUSTICE SUBVENTION PROGRP.M

(AB 90), TO FACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT BY COUNTIES OF NONPRISON PLACEMENTS FOR CONVICTED ADULT FELONS, PARTICULARLY
OF PROGRAMS INCORPORATING RESTITUTION, WORK PLACEMENTS AND

II

JOB TRAINING.

-

e

CREATE A JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON CORRECTIONS

TO DEVELOP GREATER LEGISLATIVE EXPERTISE AND OVERSIGHT CAPABILITIES IN THE CORRECTIONS AREA.
e

ESTABLISH A SPECIAL COMMISSION ON ALTERNATIVES TO

PRISON TO EXAMINE CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICY OPTIONS SUCH AS
SHORTER SENTENCES FOR MOST OFFENSES, PRESUMPTIVE SENTENCES
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TO NON-PRISON

, ABOLISHING LAWS REQUIRING MANDATORY

PRISON TERMS AND

C.

RECALL PROCEDURES.

SPECIFIC

e

~~D

DISCUSSION

ESTABLISH A STATUTORY CEILING ON THE NUMBER OF AVAIL-

security prisons

Reduc
for

non-assaultive

felons could

a 1

of maximum

should be operated by

CDC.

on the number

use of less costly and

A legal ceil

more

elsewhere in

this

left to the discre-

tion

s ceiling to be

set
staff

•
•

s

to
more
beds

men

s

p

22,300 available

not meet

operational

June ]3, 1979,

1,558

itions and predata to

ing to

of prison overcrowd-

....
(Mann, 1979:1)

To meet minimum California standards code com-

pliance for 20,575 beds would cost $505 million in new con-

....

struction and renovation •

(CDC Failities Requirements Plan,

1980:5-12)

Placing inmates and staff in such overcrowded and substandard conditions clearly violates the California Penal Code
5054 mandating that the Director of the Department of Correc-

tions assume " ••• responsibility for the care, custody, treatment (and) training ••• of persons contained .•• " in the Department's institutions.

A fixed ceiling would ensure that no

inmates were housed nor staff employed
illegal institutional settings.

~n

substandard and

Moreover, the proposal assumes

an absolute end to the practice of double-calling.
Recent CDC data also show that many inmates presently
are :classified inappropriately in excessive security levels.
CDC's new classification system estimates that 58.1 percent of
the current institutional population requires assignment to
Maximum (Level IV), Close (Level III), or Medium (Level II)
security settings*.

Assuming that CDC's population projection

of 26,980 male and female felons by 1985 holds true, and that
characteristics of the population do not change dramatically
by then, CDC would need 15,675 beds in Security levels II,
* These data are taken from CDC classification tables
provided to NCCD reflecting Classification Score Levels in
March, 1980. The data also show considerable discrepancies
between classification scores and actual classification,
suggesting that the instrument or the assignment process may
require major revisions. NCCD has made no assumptions of the
reliability or validity of this classification instrument.
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crimes of burglary,
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However, the

given
maximum/medium

number of prison commitments for these same offenses increased
by 56 percent.
These data suggest that custody ceiling limits should be
adjusted according to the number of indicators such as offenses

•

reported, arrests, convictions, and classification ratings at
intake.

Of these indicators, NCCD recommends that conviction

rates be the more important factor considered, since it is
least manipulated by adjustments in cr~minal justice practices.
This provision would ensure that the ceiling would take into
account sudden increases in rates of assaultive crime or
increases in the number of inmates requiring maximum or medium
custody.
Should the indexing mechanism fail, an Emergency Prison
Overcrowding Powers Act (EPOPA) should

-

so provide for mea-

sures to take effect if maximum/medium capacity levels approach
statutory limits.

The act would provide for additional funds

for CDC to temporarily house persons who canot be placed in
maximum/medium security beds and for immediate 1 investigation
of factors contributing to the unanticipated increases in the

•

prison population.

The additional CDC funds would provide for

additional staff in temporarily overcrowded prisons and to pay
county authorities to temporarily house state inmates in
county facilities.
The prison-bed ceiling should also extend emergency powers
to the governor to immediately reduce prison sentence terms by
30 or 60 days if the prisons are beyond capacity.

This

vision

be s

for the

to

when pr

II of

Sourcebook. )
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e

AMEND THE COUNTY CRIMINAL JUSTICE SUBVENTION PROGRAM

(AB 90) , TO FACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT BY COUNTIES OF NONPRISON PLACEMENTS FOR CONVICTED ADULT FELONS, PARTICULARLY
OF PROGRAMS INCORPORATING RESTITUTION, WORK PLACEMENTS AND
JOB TRAINING
In 1978, the California legislature replaced its Probation Subsidy Program with the County Justice Subvention Pro-

•

gram (AB 90).

The probation subsidy provided the model for

community corrections acts in Minnesota, Kansas, Ohio and
Oregon.
Community corrections acts require the state to continue

-

to house serious adult and juvenile offenders in state institutions, while it allocates funds to communities to deal with
certain non-violent offenders at the local level.

Key elements

of this legislation are:
•

Financial incentives to counties to develop local
correctional programs;

•
......

Financial disincentives against committing
non-violent adults or juveniles to state
institutions;

•

Local decision-making structure to ensure
better coordination of the various components
of the criminal justice system;

-

•

Local planning process resulting in comprehensive plans for delivery correctional systems.
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NCCD

the following

and

Remove

costs

AB 3 21

Code §

from overies

local

the

•

Rewrite Welfare and Institutions Code &1812 to
create separate base commitment rates for adults
and juveniles;

•

Add a section requiring the utilization of a
percentage of the annual funds on adult alternatives.

In addition to these amendments to the AB 90 program,
NCCD suggests experimentation in joining state and county

•

management of probation services, to ascertain whether unification of corrections would, in the future, be an appropriate
and feasible course of action for California.

Discussion of Proposed AB 90 Amendments
Removal of 3121 reimbursements
AB 90 was intended in part to remedy some emerging problems with the 12-year-old probation Subsidy Program.

However,

other legislative interests shaped AB 90, and may have blunted
the original thrust toward community corrections that characterized the earlier Probation Subsidy Program.

In particular,

the legislature added into the AB 90 program an already existing subsidy program for juvenile camps and ranches as well as
cost reimbursements to counties for other juvenile justice
reform legislation (AB 3121) .

This mixture caused many local

officials to view AB 90 as essentially a juvenile justice program.

(See Sourcebook,Chapters III and IV).

1979, only 5.1 percent of the total county justice subvention
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of the complete exclusion indi-

f

§1812 (a)}.

cated in the Act
Since the

Authori

ions to

such a

reted the

ty

with consequent reduced

incentive for counties to limit commitments,

is necessary

for the legislature to insist on the strong penalties
ently intended in AB 90.

~ppar

Specifically, §1812(a) should be

amended to leave no doubt that the penalty for over-commitment
is a complete cutoff of subvention funds.

Separation of Adult and Juvenile Base Commitment Rates
At present, the base commitment rate for AB 90 aggregate
adult and juvenile commitments, rather than requiring separate
rates for each class.

•

Since subventions are being employed

almost exclusively for juvenile programs,, it is possible for

-

counties to under-commit juveniles to l;:.he state and over-commit
in the adult sector.

The net result is an increase in the

state prison population, which is contrary to the intent of
AB 90.

-

The base commitment rates should be separated into adult
and juvenile rates to ensure a maintenance or reduction of
both
--.-

juvenile and adult and commitments.

Over-commitment in

either area would lead to a cutoff of subvention aid •

•

Mandating Spending on Adult Alternatives
The most direct legislative intervention to ensure utilization of AB 90 monies for local adult programs is to earmark
a portion of the funding for this purpose.

That the counties

have essentially ignored this purpose demonstrates the necessity for such a statutory change.

Given the diverse demands

on the limited available funds, it is recommended. that 50 per-

-
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When
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But when a

full

of

levels

is available at the state

, local probation programs

begin to blur with state programs.
NCCD does not advocate the abolition of local probation
in favor of exclusive sentencing to state-administered community correctional programs, because of the difficulties
inherent in constructing a state probation service; however,
the blurring distinction between probation and state nonprison programs, as well as the questionable effectiveness
of AB 90 inducements to local change, suggests the value of
experimentation in new forms of state-local partnerships in
corrections.
Specifically, NCCD recommends that the state contract
with one or two counties, under a Joint Powers Agreement, to
take over the administration of probation department functions
for a limited period of time.

This policy experiment would

determine whether central management of the entire sentencing
and sanctions systems would maximize rational correctional
planning, reduce costs and encourage non-prison sentencing

-

-

options without seriously upsetting local self-governance.
The experiment should be closely monitored by the legislature
and the Youth Authority and Correctional Agency (YACA).
Usual aspects of experimental design would be incorporated,
including careful program evaluation and recommendations
for state-wide action.

Ideally, models would emerge to

permit further applications in other jurisdictions.

-
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Sentence Length.
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system, the Commission
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of these decisions
the interests of equal j
penal policy.
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and

•

Presumption Against Incarceration.

The Commission

should consider proposing a public policy to the
effect that non-prison placements utilizing restitution and work assignments are appropriate penalties for most non-assaultive offenders.

In this

vein, the Commission may propose such a range .of
presumptive non-prison alternatives for this class
of convicted felons, by developing a new sub-section
of Penal Code §1203.

Sources for the language of

the new sub-section include the Model Penal Codes
of the American Law Institute and the National
Council on Crime and Delinquenc.y •

...
•

A End to Mandatory Imprisonment.
should study

The Commission

recent legislative expansion of

offenses requiring mandatory incarceration.

The

Commission should investigate the effect of
reducing the number of offenses carrying restrictions on probation.

Moreover, the Commission

should consider that offenses for which prison is
the presumptive sanction should include exceptions
for "unusual cases
best
bation .. "
•

served
Code

Early Release Mechanisms.
consider

the interests of justice
person is granted pro3 (e))

The Commission should

for reducing prison terms beyond

the current system of good-time credits.
rently, there is 1

cur-

provision for those

highly motivated inmates who util

e their pri-

son time to provide restitution for the victims
of their crime, or who prepare themselves for a
successful re-entry into society.

-

While incen-

tive and reward for such behavior could be
increased by an expansion of good-time credit
or by adding a form of early supervised release,
another early release mechanism already exists

•

in the penal code.

-

This is Penal

Code~

70(d),

which has been interpreted by the Director of
Corrections and the Board of Prison Terms to
allow these agencies to recommend to the sentencing judge at any time that the sentence of a
remorseful and rehabilitated inmate be recalled

-

-

and that probation be granted.

(See Cal. Admin.

2100 et seg., and Inmate
3104(c) and (d).

Manual

However,

has never been exercised.

power virtually
Specifically, the

Commission can recommend

§1170 (d}

should be amended to include, after the first
line, the following language:

"the resentence

under the subdivision shall include probation
for those defendants who have demonstrated sufficient remorse and rehabilitation."
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The Commission should be fully supported by staff with
legal, social service and research knowledge and expertise.
The Commision on Alternatives to Prison should be authorized
for at least a three-year life, with a sunset provision
attached.
Implementation
The above tasks constitute an ambitious agenda for the
proposed Commission on Alternatives to Prison.

Accomplishing

the many responsibilties outlined will require significant
investments of time and resources.

Some may legitimately

question whether the above activities could not be accomplished by existing state agencies.
Existing resources--Legislative Analyst, Assembly and
Senate Research Offices, as well as various executive agencies-could conduct the planning and investigation recommended here,
albeit in a limited and piecemeal fashion.

But, NCCD concludes

that the current crisis in corrections demands that a special
effort refocus California's non-prison alternatives.

The

Commission must have a legislative mandate to probe and range
freely through California criminal justice agencies and issues.
It must be independent of existing agencies and groups.

It

should have authorization to hold hearings, to inspect facilities and programs, to examine records, and to interview administrators, staff, offenders and prisoners.
In order to effectively hear all porspectivcn, mPmbnrnhip
on the Commission should include representation from all major

-

6-
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CREATE A JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON CORRECTIONS

TO DEVELOP GREATER LEGISLATIVE EXPERTISE AND OVERSIGHT CAPABILITIES IN THE CORRECTIONS AREA
policy

Currently legislative authority

·-
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The Judiciary, Ways and Means,

, and Health and Welfare
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not
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prisons are complex and

explosive issues, which will continue to haunt corrections in the
near future.

NCCD recommends creation of a Joint Legislative
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Committee on Corrections to guide legislative response to
these problems.
The Joint Committee would be the legislative committee
direetly charged with oversight to YACA.

It would monitor

construction plans, reorganizations (such as those proposed

in the NCCD short-term recommendations) , and review special
studies such as the current Department of Health and Welfare
task force investigating the disproportionate number of minorities in prison.
The Joint Committee would be the primary (although not
necessarily the only) contact point of the legislature with
the Commission proposed above.

It would also oversee revisions

in AB 90 and the development of local jail and non-prison sentencing options.
The Joint Committee would include at least one representative from each permanent Senate and Assembly Committee currently overseeing some element of corrections.

It would have

the same rights, powers, and functions of other Joint Committees of the legislature.

D.

THE NEED FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INVOLVEMENT
section presented recommendations for the development·

and implementation of alternative correctional strategies that
seek implementation of alternative correctional strategies
that seek structural changes in current practices.
term or structural changes in current practices.

The longThe long-

term or structural changes are intended to fundamentally alter
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~t,~

·existing practice rather than just

new programs, as

outlined in the short-run

NCCD has

concluded that a broad range of

exist f-"·

offenders that do not require

-

-

{See Chapter I

of the Sourcebook for a

these programs. )

These programs may involve intensive

ion, restitution

of victims, work programs and services designed to equip
offenders with marketable occupational skills.

However, unless

basic reforms occur to fundamentally change current criminal
justice practices, these valuable programs ideas

remain

undeveloped and under-utilized.

·-

-

I

·-

·-

-

Basic criminal justice reforms must be carefully con-

sidered because precipitous changes can produce unanticipated
negative outcomes.

Moreover, many long-range reforms are dif-

ficult to achieve because they require a consensus
interest groups.

This is

true

's

mendations attempting to
mum and medium security
punishment

diverse

NCCD's recomiance on maxiprimary form of

convicted felons.

recent legislation increas

fueled
use

recommendations represent a departure
attempt to initiate innovative and

imprisonment.

NCCD's
in an

approaches at less

cost without jeopardizing the public
NCCD has written these recommendations with due consideration of their feasibility and the current political climate.
However, our overriding concern
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been how to affect change

that will best serve the interest of California's citizens.
Ultimately, crime and punishment are political issues and
criminal justice policy is heavi
and misperceptions.

luenced by public fears

Few citizens are actively involved in

the direct formulation of penal policies, and even fewer are
aware of facts, figures, and research findings about the
In these circum-

operation of the criminal justice

stances, a responsible approach to making law and policy calls
for a comprehensive effort to inform, educate, and involve a
wider segment of the citizenry.
Traditionally prison walls have kept the public out as
well as keeping the prisoners in.

Overcoming the traditional

isolation of corrections from the public will require a high
level commitment to an active citizens' role in establishing,
monitoring, andassessing of criminal justice policies and
programs.

It also will require a strong, proactive public

education campaign.
The public mood appears to be swinging toward an
increased demand for harsher and longer punishments, for
instance.

A 1979 poll conducted by the State Date Program

at the University-of Calfornia, Berkeley, found
their

most of

believed that the courts are "too lenient."

NCCD found that many Criminal Justice officials beleive that
the public wants "tougher"
Chapter IV.)

policies.

(See Sourcebook,

Perceptions by legislators and practitioners

of punishment-oriented public attitudes have contributed to

o-

the proliferation of bills requiring mandatory imprisonments

-

and reduction of community placements.

(See Sourcebook,

Chapter ·IV. )
However, public perceptions cannot be the sole deter-

•

minate of rational crime control policies.

Many citizens

believe that crime has been increasing rapdily and that judges
have become lenient in sentencing practices, yet little data

-

exist to support either of these conclusions.

(See Source-

book, Chapter II.)
The criminal justice system currently suffers from unrealistic public expectations that it can control crime. compel

.....

lawful behavior, and alter personal values for the better •
Little effort has been made to educate the

-

•
-

publ~c

about the

practical limits of current approaches to crime control.
It is crucial for the public to be fully informed about
the numbers and rates of persons confined, the" racial and
class imbalances in the prison population, and the costs
associated with various sentencing options.

Criminal justice

policy issues are complex and entail many value tradeoffs.
Moreover, correctional policy decisions cannot be left exclusively to criminal justice experts.
Any program of long-term correctional reforms should
include a comprehensive

c~npaign

to increase citizen knowledge

about and involvement in the criminal justice process.

The

information program should go beyond the usual press releases
(

and occasional public hearings, supplemented by responses to

-
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inquiries initiated by individual citizens.

All those

involved in correctional policy must assume an educational
role, geared to creating a climate receptive and supportive
to expanding the use of non-prison correctional options.
NCCD envisions a program of public education through the
communicat•ions media and intensive 'educational-organizational
efforts with many communities and groups.

The effort in edu-

cation should not only inform the public about correctional
problems, it should also seek to stimulate their participation
in developing new community corrections programs.

(
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SECTION V

AN AGENDA FOR CALIFORNIA IN '.:'HE EIGHTIES

-

California needs to develop a new corrections policy.
The California Department of Corrections' state agency
facility plan, developed under the former Director of
Corrections, calls for building new prisons and renovating
old ones.

In the absence of a coherent strategy clearly

linked to the state's overall criminal justice system needs,
the facility plan will not contribute to the effectiveness,

-

cost-efficiency, or humaneness of corrections in Caolifornia.
The only certainty about this plan is that it will not reduce
crime and it will be costly to implement.
In this report, the National Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) has made specific short- and long-term recom-

-

mendations that deal directly with prison overcrowding and

·-

work of the proposed joint legislative committee and the

other aspects of the current situation.

But the longer term

agenda of issues that would be addressed by the proposed
special commission -- ranging from equity in the use of

-

prison to the creation of an effective system of non-prison

-

policy will be developed.

sanction -- represent the basis upon which a new correctional
A

110-day study can spotlight

critical issues and outline a framework for needed change,
but a single set of action proposals can at best deal with
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current problems.

The long-term work of implementing,

evaluating and modifying the new corrections called for in
this report lies· ahead.
This report has stressed that while alternatives to
prison are typically expressed in terms of programs, legislative change and new attitudes and priorities are crucial
sources of such alternatives.

In this regard, California

is at a particularly important juncture.

The governor and

the legislature have recently reorganized the state correctional agency and brought in new leadership.

Together with

the legislature and the special commission, this new
leadership has a special opportunity to begin with fresh
attitudes and different priorities to develop California's
new corrections policy.
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APPENDIX
INTERVIEW RESOURCES
(Listed By Affiliation)
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Assembly Standing Committees
Leona H. Egeland
Ways and Means Committee
Sacramento
David Perales
Ways and Means Committee
Sacramento
Mike Ullman
Criminal Justice Committee
Sacramento
John Vasconcellos
Ways and Means Committee
Sacramento
Attorney General's Office
George Deukmajian
Sacramento

-·

Department of Corrections
Tony Antonuichio
Parole and Community Service Division
Robert Bowman
Parole and Probation Division
Los Angeles
M. Chou
Classification Department
Sacramento

·-

Ron Chun
Parole and Community Service Division
Sacramento
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Alice Darr
Management Information Section
Sacramento
Garry Ducats
Correctional Institutions
Sacramento
Gene Eackles
Classification Department
Sacramento
Dona Good
Management Information Section
Sacramento
Harry Herron
Correctional Information and Resource Center
Sacramento
Norm Holt
Research Unit (Chino)
San Bernardino
Charles Hull
Sacramento County
Jiro Jjen.moto
Sacramento
Thatcher Johnson
Administration
Sacramento
Karen Mann
Parole and Community Service Division
San Francisco
Paul Rosser
Sacramento
Ruth Rush en·
Sacramento
Vida Ryan
Management Iniormation Section (retired)
Sacramento
Ken Shremp
Program Facilities Planning Department
Sacramento
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Will Stinnett
Correctional Information and Resource Service
Sacramento
Cathy Switzer
Administration
Sacramento

....

George F. Warner
Correctional Institutions
Sacramento
Other States - Departments of Corrections
Mee S. Lee
South Carolina Department of Corrections
Patrick McManus
Kansas Department of Corrections
Department of Justice, Bureau of Criminal Statistics
Bruce A. Kaspari
Sacramento

.

Judicial Council
David Halperin
Sentencing Practices Section
Sacramento
Jon David Pevna
San Francisco
Cy Shain
Research Director
San Francisco

-

-

Office of Criminal Justice Planning
Judy O'Neal
Planning Unit
Sacramento
Senate
Senator Robert Presley
Sacramento
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Correctional Agency

Youth and

James Barnett
Sacramento
Robert Craft
Sacramento
Rudy DeLeon
Sacramento
James A. Embree
Ione, Ca fornia
Marylou Fineli
Sacramento
Jack Gifford
Alameda County
Bi
Pannell
Management Information Systems
Sacramento
Brian Taugher
Sacramento
Richard
son
Sacramento
Howard
Sacramento
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
H. H..

of Corrections
, D.C.

of Justice

0-

·Carol Kalish
Bureau of Justice Statistics
Washington, D.C.
JUDGES
Honorable w. B. Keene
Superior Court Judge
Los Angeles County
Honorable Bernard Selber
Superior Court Judge
Los Angeles County
Honorable Clarence Strornwall
Municipal Court Judge
Los Angeles County
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
Al Bucher, D.A.
State Bar Association, Corrections Section
Alameda County
Lowell Jensen, D.A.
Alameda County
Bob Podesta
San Francisco County
John Van de Kamp, D.A.
Los Angeles County
PUBLIC DEFENDERS
Jeff Brown
San Francisco County
John Cleary
San Diego County
Luke Hiken
Sacramento
Wilbur Littlefield
Los Angeles County
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Phil Arnold
Budget Analyst Office
San Francisco County
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SHERIFFS DEPARTMENTS
Sherman Block
Los Angeles County
Bill James
San Francisco County
Peter J. Pitchess
Los Angeles County
Ray Procunier
San Francisco County
Ray Towbis
San Francisco
T. H. von Minden
Los Angeles County

.•.

Richard Zevitz
Parole Board, Sheriff's Department
San Francisco County
ASSOCIATIONS
Judith Tieman Bird
Ohio Citizens' Council
Columbus,
John Cleary
Public Defender's Association
San Diego County
Paul Comiskey
Prisoners' Union
San Francisco County
Victor
Prisoners' Union
San Francisco County
Alvin Goldstein
Law Section
State Bar
California
Officer's Association
County
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Russ Immarigeon
New Jersey Partnership for Alternatives
NCCD
New Brunswick, New Jersey
International Halfway House Association
New Jersey, California, Washington, D.C.
D. Lowell Jensen
District Attorney Association
Alameda County
Michael Kroll
National Moratorium on Prison Construction
Washington, D.C.
Don Leonard
coordinating Council of Prisoners' Organizations
San Francisco County
Jan Marinissen
American Friends Service Committee
San Francisco County
David Mintz
New Jersey Association on Corrections
New Jersey
Bill Nagel
American Foundation, Institution of Corrections
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Becky Ney
American Foundation, Institution of Corrections
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Honorable Bernard Selber
California Judges' Association
Los Angeles County
Richard Simonian
California Probation, Parole and Correctional
Association
Fresno County
John Simpson
creative Alternatives to Prison
washington, D.C.
Diane Steelman
NCCD Partnership for Alternatives
Hackensack, New Jersey
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REGIONAL PLANNING UNITS

John Balma
Shasta County
Kathy Cabrera
Santa Barbara County
Bill Cameron
Monterey County
Keith Concannon
Orange County
Artis Dawson
Regional Criminal Justice Planning Board
Alameda County
Randa Dembroff
Jail Overcrowding Project of the Mayor's
Criminal Justice Council
San Francisco County
Charles DeWitt
Santa Clara County
Beverly Di Gregorio
San Diego County
Ed Dimock
Butte County
Steve Duncan
San Bernardino County
Don Galloway
Justice
tern Coordinator
Los Ange
County
Rotea
lford
Mayor's Criminal Justice Council
San Francisco County
Raymond Grady
Don
LEAA
Justice Planning Board
Los Angeles County
Dean Hill
Stanislaus County
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Mark Hubbard
Humboldt County
Richard Kenyon
Riverside County

--

Mal King
Ventura County
H. D. Kirkpatrick
Alameda County
Ray L'Esperance
Special Services Unit
Alameda County
Rose Ochi
Los Angeles County
Jon David Pevna
Judicial Council
Judicial Criminal Justice Planning Committee
State of California
San Francisco County
George Roemer
Criminal Justice Agency
Contra Costa County
Karen Rosa
Sacramento County
Les Stanborough
Criminal Justice Planning Board
Shasta County
Ann Taylor
San Mateo County
Ronald Webster
Los Angeles County
PROBATION
Nancy Boles
Orange County
Joseph J. Botka
San Francisco County
Gerald Buck
Contra Costa County
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David Conahey
Ventura County
Alan M. Crogan
Santa Barbara County
F. R. Donati
San Mateo County
Ken Fair
Los Ange

County

Jerry D. Hill
San Bernardino County
Lula Hurte
Los Angeles County
William Jones
San Joaquin County
Robert E. Keldgord
Sacramento County
Claude T. Magrum
San Bernardino County
James Malleck
Los Ange
County
Thomas McConnell
Sacramento County
David Melton
San Francisco County
Walter Morse
Santa Clara County
Errol Parrish
Contra Costa County
Marvin R. Pugh
San Francisco County
Richard Simonian
Fresno County
George Watson
San Diego
te

6-

-

Norman Wills
Kern County
PROGRAMS
Robert Apodaca
Peralta Service Corporation
Alameda County

.-

Beverly Aguilar
Peninsula Halfway House
San Mateo County
Greg Bays
Center Point, Incorporated
Marin County
Jack Bernstein
Cri-Help Incorporated
Los Angeles County
Maria Black
County Women's Residential Center
Santa Clara County
Sherri Boedeker
Alternative Sentencing Program
Fresno County

-

Sally Brennan
Court Referral Program of North Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Judy Buell
County Volunteer Work Program
Solano County

I

....,

Roy Carlson
Los Angeles County Work Furlough Program
Los Angeles County
Louise Clausen
Volunteer Center
Kern County
John Connelly
Humboldt Halfway House, Incorporated
Humboldt County
Judy Cooper
Roger Hillyard House
Monterey County

-·
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Juan Corarrubias
Narcotics

.

League

~

V1.ctor Coupez
Committee
t More Prisons (CAMP)
San Francisco County
John Cravens
Project
Los
Lou Cushenberry
California Congress
Sacramento

Ex-Offenders

Harvey DeMeneces
County
House
Orange

..

Randa Dembroff
Jail Overcrowding Project
San Francisco County

E .... CQ.U.V.i..

Resource Center for Community Institutions
Alameda
Charles Evans
Los Angeles County Work Furlough Program
Los
County

County
Shirley Flores-Munce
Community Options
Santa Cruz County
Bruce
Project 20
San
sco County
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Sandra Ford
Jericho Women's Home
San Bernardino County
Patricia Foreman
Vinewood Community Correctional Center
Los Angeles County
Dr. Martha Foy
Nuestra Casa
San Diego County
Jack Fronk
Center Point, Incorporated
Marin County
Lloyd W. Gieg
Genesis House, Incorporated
Contra Costa county
Evelio Grillo
Resource Center for Community Institutions
Alameda County
Joan Guissi
Athena House
Sonoma County
Hazel Hall
Community Treatment Diversion
San Joaquin County
Tom Helman
Court Referral Program
Community Options
Santa Cruz County

....

Gerald Hillsman
Central City Bricks Kick Program
Los Angeles County
Fred Jang
County Work Furlough Program
San Francisco County
Naneen Karraker
Committee Against More Prisons (CAMP)
San Francisco County

-
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Ken Kennemer
Turning Point
Fresno County
John Kuhn
Volunteers of America
Alameda County
Laurence R. Lauber
Community Treatment Center
Gateways Hospital and Mental Health Center
Los Angeles County
Linda Lawrence
· Post Correction Unit
Community Services Project
San Francisco County
Bonnie Long
Span Recovery Home CTC
San Bernardino County
LeRoy Looper
Reality House West
San Francisco County
James R. Mann
Child Welfare League of America, Incorporated
Alameda County
John Mann
Allied Fellowship Service
Alameda County
Rosemary Manning
Tahoe Area Sentencing Alternative Program
Jan Marinissen
Committee Against More Prisons (CAMP)
San Francisco County
Skip Masters
Federal Community Treatment Center
Alameda County
Caro
McCall
Project MATCH
San Francisco County
Ike O'Shannon
The Salvation Army
Los Angeles County
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Peg Meyer
Volunteer Action Center
Sonoma County
Lt. Richard Minden
County Work Furlough Program
Contra Costa County
Bob Morano
Casa Libre
Santa Clara County
Diane Noack
Hoffman House
L~s Angeles County

•

Judy Orr
Project Crossroads
Los Angeles County
Warren J. Parker
Center for Positive Prevention Alternatives, Inc.
Stockton
Erma Patterson
Kazi House
Los Angeles County
Linda Peluso
Sentencing Alternatives Program
Voluntary Action Center
Santa Clara County

-

•

-

Rubin Rayna
Chicano Pintos
Orange County
Lt. Michael Reid
County Work Furlough Program
San Mateo County
Rick Ross
Turning Point
Kern County
Raymond Shanholtz
Community Board Program
San Francisco County
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Out-of-State Programs
Alternative House
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Bradley House
Michigan City, Indiana
~-

i

Cobb County Probation Diversion Center
Cobb County, Georgia
Community Alternatives to Prison (CAP)
Lansing, Michigan
Community Corrections Program
Des Moines, Iowa
Montgomery County Pre-Release Center
Montgomery County, Maryland
Prisoner and Community Together, Inc. (PACT)
Porter County, Indiana
PROFESSORS, PRIVATE PRACTITIONERS AND CITIZENS
Charlton Barksdale
Private Practitioner
Los Angeles County
Ron Boostrom
San Diego State University
Criminal Justice Administration Program
San Diego County
Edgar Brewer
Private Practitioner
Eugene, Oregon
Suzie Cohen
Private Practitioner
Santa Clara County
Gail Funke
Institute for Economic and Policy Studies
Alexandria, Virginia
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Maygene Giari
Private Practitioner
Pasadena
G. Thomas Gitchoff
Psychiatry and Law Center
San Diego County
Daniel Glaser
Professor of Sociology
University of Southern California
Los Angeles County
Don Gottfredson
Rutgers School of Criminal Justice
Newark, New Jersey
Alan Harland
Criminal Justice Research Center
Albany, New York
Joel Henderson
San Diego State University
Criminal Justice Administration Program
San Diego County

_.1

-

Gerald H. Hoffman
Oregon Department of Human Resources
Oregon
Joe Hudson
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
John Irwin
San Francisco State University
San Francisco
Naneen Karraker
Private Practitioner
Unitarian Universalist Church
San Francisco County
Roger Lauen
Private Practitioner

c.

S. Lowe
Private Practitioner
orange County
David Macpherson
Macpherson Associates Consultants
Los Angeles County

-

•

1r

Edna McConnell
Clark Foundation
New York, New York
James McGaha
Chapman College
San Diego County
Neal Miller
Private Practitoner
Washington, D.C.

•-

Dr. Shiri Pollack
Marriage and Family Counselor
Institute for the Science of Living
Los Angeles County

-

Kenneth Schoen
Clark Foundation
New York, New York
Rue Smith
Private Practitioner
Orange County
George Solomon, M.D.
Department of Psychiatry
UCSF School of Medicine
San Francisco County
Silly Wayson
Institute for Economic and Policy Studies
Alexandria, Virginia
Laura Winterfield
Private Practitioner
washington, D.C.
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